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Plastic deer blinds menards

Booner hunting blinds menards. Find all the replacement parts and upgrade accessories for your hunting blind, including door hardware windows and much more. The 5 panel booner blind comes with 5 22 x10 horizontal tinged plexiglass windows. Booner 4 panel gunner is designed for 1 person. New ameristep tent chair ground hunting concealment blind
with case realtree edge camo model amebl2000 90 89 90 89. Click to add item booner blinds gun 4 panel box blind to the compare list. Outdoors for less wear realbark fiberglass hunting blinds. Our blinds allow you to gun bow and crossbow hunting both on the ground or from a platform. It is 48 x48 x 75 tall. Shop men where you stand a large variety of tree
and will find hunting blinds at reasonable prices. Booner 5 panel dagger vw deer hunting blind 75 in. Booner blinds are made of 3 16 HD polyethylene uv protected and made in usa. The panel design makes it for easy setup and easy transportation as it will fit in the back of any truck or trailer. All panels can be reversed to make panels with vertical windows.
Set up your store to see local availability at cart. With the versatility of the windows, you can bend or hunt gun from this blind. Hunt where you want whenever you want. Why maverick or booner blinds. Choose from different colors with clear or toned plexiglas windows and paintable walls to customize the blind to suit your hunting needs. The blind comes with
4 panels that come all 4 panels with horizontal windows. Booner's unique panel design lets you go from a horizontal window to 2 vertical windows in each panel depending on your hunting needs by simply turning the panels upside down. Booner's unique panel design lets you go from a horizontal window to 2 vertical windows in each panel depending on
your hunting needs by simply turning the panels upside down. The 4 panel booner blind comes with 4 10 x22 horizontal tinged plexiglass windows. Booner blinds patent pending 6 panel hunting blind is an 87 x82 x75 tall. Maverick and booner angle by hinge latch for slide lock seal 3 00. Booner blinds are made of 3 16 HD polyethylene uv protected and
made in usa. All windows are clearly plexiglass. Heavy textured deer blinds in a variety of sizes. So.... I checked on what Menards had to offer today..... and sitting high on their shelves was a nice looking box blind with windows and fairly good looking construction. 4' x 4' x 6.5' Tall. I couldn't watch it carefully because some brain surgeon put it on top of their
racking and didn't let me climb a ladder to look at it. Duh. The species looks great..... and the material looks good to me... and the price is $450. !! Good deal IMO. Ad a plywood base a set of lift brackets and some 4x4 treated posts and a ladder..... And you about $650 in a good box blind. Anyone have a good look at this?..... Or bought someone one of
these. I'm tempted to add to my fleet. Good price. Photos to follow. images.tapatalk-cdn.com/15/10/02/9a2a18f84c60e4c2ea43846ffc655ebb.jpg[/IMG [IMG]/images.tapatalk-cdn.com /15/10/02/ea22f149526e54eafcc498ed29152ff9.jpg Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk Shipping from my iPhone using Tapatalk^ The brand name is Guidesman Box Blinds.
Made in Michigan. (Google is your friend.) I thought about it... I would wait until January when they go on clearance and also have 11% rebathage going on. Bought some 16.5 foot leather stand last January with good seats, arm rest, etc. for &lt; $80. I think the in season price was $135 or so. The cheap 15' leather stand on the right side of your photo can be
had for &lt; $35 in January. However, they are not a comfortable sitting. Fitting and finishing the roof on sides leaves a little bit to be desired, but I don't know if it indicates the same for the rest of it or not. Either way, someone has to get the fork truck... how can you buy before trying? ;) I'd hunted out of blinds like this before and wasn't a big fan. Not sure about
this brand, but it will have to isolate to dampen the sound. Every time I would barely move or rest my bow against the side, it was very loud. The colder it got the harder they got. I'd think you could find ways to cut off the sound pretty easily. Welcome Erik. Great group of people here. Lots of knowledge. Where are you from?? Thank you tools! I live south of
the small town of Watkins, MN and hunt East of Sandstone, MN. I'm trying to change my name to EasyMN. That was my handle on QDMA. I suppose I have to transition and introduce myself on the other forum along with updating my profile. Just learning the new system here. Good to see you finally made it here Eric. Welcome. Yes was out of the forum
game too long and missed it! Was that box well enough isolated, you think? I'm sitting like that in MO in January that had carpet but nothing on the walls. Yes was out of the forum game too long and missed it! Was that box well enough isolated, you think? I'm sitting like that in MO in January that had carpet but nothing on the walls. I doubt there is any
isolation. I'm sure some low-cost lightweight carpeting can be applied. I had some plastic blinds with just carpet on the floor. I really don't find them to be noise. I don't bang too much on the walls. ;) Just move slowly and don't get excited. :D So many answers left to get excited, but this is my first day... so I'll keep it clean and stay on topic. If these stands
worked for you than I would say go for it. That's a good price. I'd foam spray any cracks to keep the cribs out. From what I've seen from this in store, it's plastic panels no insulation and over not something that seemed very durable or solid at all. Fit and finishing was pretty poor, but if you wanted fast and cheap - then you get you and cheap. I would either
build one myself to get a quality ground blind instead. But that's just me. I'm sure with some help it would be a decent blind, but right out of the box I wasn't impressed with what I saw. They've been there for at least 3 weeks, as they had them there when I ordered the siding for the sheds. It was pure stupid luck I noticed them. Not a good position for
marketing, and I agree that you have to sit in it before you agree to buy. I agree they may not have a perfect fit with the joints..... but they look good made... expesial for the money. I think of two tubes silicone would solve the gaps and maybe a little lightweight carpet under the windows would be in order for guys who can't sit still (:D). Looks like dedication of
banging for the buck..... but I didn't come close enough to them to know. As stated.... it could be on my shopping list for next year. Foggy- Does it say whether the plastic is stabilized and UV resistant? Not sure about stabilized.... but I've seen UV-resistant in the features. Looks like someone knows a thing or three about plastic here..... so I think they covered
the bases. I'm pretty sure she made of vacuum shaped LDPE..... which would be very tuff.... and should last a long time. If only I knew two loaded guys to make a start-up making high quality blinds for a reasonable price. We could own the market. :p I wouldn't be surprised if it was made for (or by, even) to sell Menards at a price point. The forms are not
cheap, even if they are just vacuum with hot sheet. The roto-shaped stuff is a cash-intensive proposition, but you get a better product. Looks like with a little more thought given to the engineering you can have a rigid panel as tight as the roto, but almost as cheap as the vacuum offerings, and better sound qualities to start. If only I knew two loaded guys to
make a start-up making high quality blinds for a reasonable price. We could own the market. :p I wouldn't be surprised if it was made for (or by, even) to sell Menards at a price point. The forms are not cheap, even if they are just vacuum with hot sheet. The roto-shaped stuff is a cash-intensive proposition, but you get a better product. Looks like with a little
more thought given to the engineering you can have a rigid panel as tight as the roto, but almost as cheap as the vacuum offerings, and better sound qualities to start. Yes.... but the thing with panels (like this one) is that you can send 20x the quantity for the size of ONE rotomolded (or fiberglass formed) blind. Redneck Can Only Ship 7 Blinds On A Truck
Cargo! o_O:eek: It kills freight costs. Panels will allow about 100 on a truckload (maybe more) and the freight costs are going down dramatically. It's a big deal you want to send some to Texas -- for example. I also have an idea for the blind... and I have experience making things like this (RV industry for years) ..... alas...... I don't want to work. :D They
absolutely need to collapse. Page 2 found a little more information about the topic blind. Go to their website at terrain.com Michigan company that makes plastics outdoor products. I like what they offer..... if only I could get close to better looks. :rolleyes: Menards have specs on their website. Can see some guys like MO who have a hard time accessing land
use something like that..... only 70 lbs and wing-bolt field assembly...... or make it permanent on an elevated platform. Someone had one on their trailer today with two other blinds in the parking lot. Then they pulled with a second trailer with at least a bunk bed of green treated 4x's. I had to get back to Discounts to get a nail removed or I would have stopped
chatting. Today, I heard an ad for 11% of most everything at Menards. Hmmmm. $400. for a box blind? Not too shabby. That's ok by me. It's not like I never have to spend money at Menards again. Hell, I'll probably be there 2 or 3 times this week. Very tempting to try one of these blinds. I'm interested in one like this just for a gun blind. I even thought about
the maverick just for gun. But it could be better. Ok Foggy, I live in W MI that's definitely not as cold as MN when the snow and nasty cold air comes. But the inside of this thing screams freezing cold, lol. You'll have to isolate the hell out of this thing to keep heat. Ok Foggy, I live in W MI that's definitely not as cold as MN when the snow and nasty cold air
comes. But the inside of this thing screams freezing cold, lol. You'll have to isolate the hell out of this thing to keep heat. Just put your HBS on and relax. At least you're out of the wind. If I didn't add foam insulation to the inside, I'd paint the inside black for sure just to make it darker and hide movement. Ok Foggy, I live in W MI that's definitely not as cold as
MN when the snow and nasty cold air comes. But the inside of this thing screams freezing cold, lol. You'll have to isolate the hell out of this thing to keep heat. I don't know. It looks like my ice shanty and that thing remains toasty hot with a buddy heater perched on 12 from ice. We have several robotic soldered plastic blinds. We put carpet on the floors.....
and put a buddy heater in them. They're not toasting like your living room. but we stay pretty comfortable in 0 temps. Not sure what you expect? We leave a few windows open. I take off my gloves. Beats sit on a ladder stand. ;) I don't see insulation has a lot of value for warmth. Little buddy heater would have that blind roast hot. I recently bought one of
these. The hecty design. I'll report back on his quality, meeting, and so. Worst Case, I Bet It Makes large portable ice house for dam fishing. Weigh in at only 125lb Yes. Please let us know. Thank you. Looks like regular price is $400 now without holy squirt foam. Wow!!! Blind looks cool, looks like you've gone HAM on the foam. Awesome!!! Sent from my
iPhone using Tapatalk I purchased the pentagon shape of Menards a few weeks ago for an elevated blind I built. I went to the wooden desk and had them ringing 8 sheets of plywood and a bunch of 2/4's. The total for the wood alone was more than $300, which did not include windows or any kind of finish to protect the wood. After I got the wooden desk I
walked through the pentagon formed blind of the same guys you discussed here. I immediately went back to the desk and got rid of most of the wood and had them add a blind :) Here's the finished product: It's not isolated by any means, but I've stayed beautiful and warm in pop-up blinds in the past with a little buddy heater. This thing will be much hotter
than a fabric blind. I finished it in time for the Wisconsin 2 day youth season. Jake connects with a buck on Sunday night! Sorry for the poor quality, it got dark and all I had was my phone! -John That's quite the heightened blind John. Maybe that's the corner, but I don't see a tongue on that unit, how do you rotate with that thing? I imagine it's for off-road
edges? I wanted to build some transportable hay bale blinds to put in my prairie grass, but haven't come to terms with it yet. Nice deer Jake, congratulations. Do they make one with bow windows at all? Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk Page 3 This is quite the elevated blind John. Maybe that's the corner, but I don't see a tongue on that unit, how do you
rotate with that thing? I imagine it's for off-road edges? I wanted to build some transportable hay bale blinds to put in my prairie grass, but haven't come to terms with it yet. Nice deer Jake, congratulations. Freeborn - There's a tongue on the running gear, it's just the corner of the picture. I built it specifically to hunt a field edge of the high spot on the whole
field. In the past we used ground blinds but had to choose which side of the field to watch. Now we can see the whole thing :) I wanted it on wheels so I could move it off the field for the majority of the year as the location makes it kind of an eyesore. Do they make one with bow windows at all? Shipping from my iPhone using Tapatalk Menards doesn't wear
one, I'm not sure if they have other models or not? Thank you, -John What about high snow loads? Do you guys think these things will rise to 2-3' snow? The way the roof is made, do I doubt the snow would stand on it? If it did, I don't think it would hold 2 - 3 feet. They don't look so strong. Sent from my SM-G920V using Tapatalk The way the roof is made I
doubt the snow would stand on it? If it did, I don't think would keep 2 - 3 feet. They don't look so strong. Sent from my SM-G920V using Tapatalk Maybe a little Crisco at the end of the season will help it slide down to make sure. Checked this blind out at Menard's tonight. Tonight. year we will replace my Pops' old tower with a new platform that is on lift
brackets. Price is right on this blind, our only concern was 365 day durability year after year. Mounted 12' tall what would you give the life expectancy of this thing? Funny we've got the lifts already too, just have to decide what's going to go on top. I'll tell you in a few years :) The plastic is substantial, I would _guess_ 5 years easy. But it's just a guess. It
doesn't look like they skimped when they made it. Since mine will only be on the field a few weeks a year, maybe I should throw a cheap teer or something about it just to keep the sun off it the rest of the year??? John, I'll tell you in a few years :) The plastic is substantial, I would _guess_ 5 years easy. But it's just a guess. It doesn't look like they skimped
when they made it. Since mine will only be on the field a few weeks a year, maybe I should throw a cheap teer or something about it just to keep the sun off it the rest of the year??? -John That was something we talked about tonight. Wrapping with a teer or even taking it off the platform during the off season. None of what we really want to do, but I don't want
to find out that the standard 45 mph thunderstorm gust has destroyed the thing. It was something we talked about tonight. Wrapping with a teer or even taking it off the platform during the off season. None of what we really want to do, but I don't want to find out that the standard 45 mph thunderstorm gust has destroyed the thing. The one I installed is
obviously brand new, but it has already risen to 30 MPH winds without so much as a scratch. I was actually more worried about the whole thing considering. It turns out the running gear is heavy enough that I don't have to worry about it. -John Pop's pulled the trigger on a pentagon blind and we picked it up this morning. I'm glad that he'll have a safe and
warm stance to hunt out of next fall. For those who bought one of these, what size platform do you recommend. I thought about 7x7. We pulled the trigger on two of this last year. They were $375 each from Menards. We had a relative who was there house professionally spraying foam insulated so we brought them over there and the contractor took them.
The isolation will add some structural support. I'll have to see what he charged us for the isolation, but I've heard ~$300 for both. Now we just need to paint the inside black and raise them. Even more commentary on this from John or others? how is the blur? How are the windows? We pulled the trigger on two of this last year. They were $375 each from
Menards. We had a relative who was there house professionally spraying foam isolated so we brought them over there the contractor has them. The isolation will add some structural support. I will look what he charged us for the isolation, but I heard ~$300 for both. Now we just need to paint the inside black and raise them. I bought 4 of them this past spring.
@ of the 4x4 and 2 Pentagon. For the Pentagon I have to build 6' x 6' platforms, so there will be plenty of room for an entire day sitting... and a nap :) We pair lower areas around the swamp where you can't get a tractor or an atv in. Such a Redneck or Shawdow is not possible. I like the modular panels that can be worn and lifted by one person. Plans to
isolate the inside. Place them on 10-12' platforms depending on the location. I've built lots of wooden box blinds with multiple sublines and for $400-$500 a blind, it should work very well. My buddy bought a 4x4 last fall. After hunting out of it, he thought it was too small. We added 2' walls between the panels to make it into an octagon. We widened its old
standing platform and built it on top. Lots of space inside now. I bought 4 of them this past spring. @ of the 4x4 and 2 Pentagon. For the Pentagon I have to build 6' x 6' platforms, so there will be plenty of room for an entire day sitting... and a nap :) We pair lower areas around the swamp where you can't get a tractor or an atv in. Such a Redneck or Shawdow
is not possible. I like the modular panels that can be worn and lifted by one person. Plans to isolate the inside. Place them on 10-12' platforms depending on the location. I've built lots of wooden box blinds with multiple sublines and for $400-$500 a blind, it should work very well. Have you built the 6x6 platforms? We had an octagon sitting in the garage we
needed to get up soon and wondered about what size platform to use. I was thinking of making a landing porch on one side to make access and leave safer. Can someone who has one of this guideman talk about how the windows work and if they're decent? View attachment 10007 My buddy bought a 4x4 last fall. After hunting out of it, he thought it was too
small. We added 2' walls between the panels to make it into an octagon. We widened its old standing platform and built it on top. Lots of space inside now. Cool retrofit and it also looks very functional! Nice job. How are the wooden walls kept together with the plastic panels? Have you built the 6x6 platforms? We had an octagon sitting in the garage we
needed to get up soon and wondered about what size platform to use. I was thinking of making a landing porch on one side to make access and leave safer. Have you looked at the instructions? The outbound dimensions are 72 x 75 which means one mark is 6'3. On the side of the platform that requires the extra 3, I'll add just a few blocks of wood. Spud, the
regen at the edge of that field looks great! Page 4 I hoped to be able to stand on the platform against standing on the ladder to open/close the door. But that it requires the platform to be quite a bit larger. Can someone who has one of this guideman talk about how the windows work and if they're decent? windows hinge on bottom and held closed by two turns
at the top. The Windows is a kind of plexiglass. Simple design and functional. windows hinge on bottom and held closed by two turns at the top. The Windows is a kind of plexiglass. Simple design and functional. Quiet? Would you be able to open them when a deer is in front of you or is it asking too many of them? Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk I have
my platform ready. Just want to upgrade blinds. I think it's big enough for the octagon one. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk Silent? Would you be able to open them when a deer is in front of you or is it asking too many of them? Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk I didn't try it with deer outside. They're quiet. The door rattles a little. We had their spray
foam and painted, now to get them into the air. The door rattles a little so we might have to use some stripping again. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk We had them spray foam and painted, now to get them into the air. The door rattles a little so we might have to use some stripping again. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk What did you use on the
inside? My part who did the job for you and the cost? It was $292 for the pair. I had a family member to build a house so we brought them to the site and set them up. I'm not sure at this point what the job has done, I'll post that information if I get it. They cost $521 each isolated, not including paint, flooring or elevated platform. We'll put them on cedar posts
that we've cut from the property and have to make a ladder. It was $292 for the pair. I had a family member to build a house so we brought them to the site and set them up. I'm not sure at this point what the job has done, I'll post that information if I get it. They cost $521 each isolated, not including paint, flooring or elevated platform. We'll put them on cedar
posts that we've cut from the property and have to make a ladder. Thank you! Anyone ever consider buying just a shed (8x8) and frame in windows to use as a blind? My plan was to come in on this tiny house fad and just one for a deer blind/cabin. That way, I don't have to get up so early. Just stay there the whole time I hunt there. My plan was to come in
on this tiny house fad and just one for a deer blind/cabin. That way, I don't have to get up so early. Just stay there the whole time I hunt there. Anyone ever consider buying just a shed (8x8) and frame in windows to use as a blind? or you should hunt on a deer farm... all the results with no effort or discomfort extended... :rolleyes: . Sounds like you should hunt
on a deer farm... all results with no effort or discomfort extended extended :rolleyes: . HA Ha wee... Funny. I only have 70 acres and have worked an incredible number of hours on habitat improvements. Hinges cutting, thinning, trailing, planting fruit trees (&gt;80), raspberry patch, food erven. standing maintenance. Always think about improvements. Why is
the thought that there SHOULD BE DISCOMFORT? I enjoy hunting and all my projects. Hard work, sometimes dangerous. But enjoy no less. Forget the approximately 150 chestnut trees I grew from nuts, then transplanted, caged in thin forest areas.. HA Ha wee... Funny. I only have 70 acres and have worked an incredible number of hours on habitat
improvements. Hinges cutting, thinning, trailing, planting fruit trees (&gt;80), raspberry patch, food erven. standing maintenance. Always think about improvements. Why is the thought that there SHOULD BE DISCOMFORT? I enjoy hunting and all my projects. Hard work, sometimes dangerous. But enjoy no less. Forget the approximately 150 chestnut trees I
grew from nuts, then transplanted, caged in thin forest areas.. Sounds like you're a gardener, I'm a hunter... I love working in my garden and then freezing, can, etc... also has many real estate projects and likes to plant trees, ... I've never equed with planting things with killing animals... good luck and be safe ... ;) Sounds like you're a gardener, I'm a hunter... I
love working in my garden and then freezing, can, etc... also has many real estate projects and likes to plant trees, ... I've never equed with planting things with killing animals... good luck and be safe ... ;) Sarcasm, love it.... thank you troll There's a Menard's opening soon very close to me. I'll check them out, thank you. Bought two Redneck hay bale blinds
this year and one Muddy. I already had deer very close, and turkey. Turkey.
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